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The Australian Synchrotron generates terrabytes of scientific data daily. Despite services existing at the facility that allow 
a scientist to push their collected data back to their home institution, the majority of scientists in the past have opted for 
the traditional method of bringing their own drives to store generated data and then physically transporting them back to 
their lab for processing. 
 
This method isn’t ideal for various reasons. Scientists don’t often have the storage capacity in their labs to create second 
copies of their data to mitigate against data loss in the event of hard drive corruption. Data is often disorganised and 
lacking any metadata that would help a scientist identify it later on. Collaboration is a difficult task, as there is usually no 
place to securely host gigabyte datasets for those both internal and external to a scientist’s home instiution. 
 
MyTARDIS is a solution for the need to catalogue, manage, and assist the sharing of data in a private and secure way. 
TARDIS is its counterpart that that provides a central index for public data. MyTARDIS is currently deployed at the 
Australian Synchrotron and in use by several instutions. Together, MyTARDIS and TARDIS provide a complete end-to-
end solution for data management, from the initial generation of the data through to its eventual publication. 
 
As an instrument generates data at the Australian Synchrotron, metadata is collected and sent to an instance of 
MyTARDIS  within the facility itself (https://tardis.synchrotron.org.au). This allows those with experiment access to log 
in to the web interface, sift through the files and its associated metadata and download all or parts of an experiment. 
 
At the same time, the email addresses of the scientists is run through a rules engine against a master list of institutional 
instances of MyTARDIS. If a scientist’s home institution has deployed MyTARDIS, then a copy of the data and its 
associated metadata is transported and catalogued locally. By storing data in institutional mass storage, and making it 
available via the MyTARDIS interface, the financial and risk problems associated with data storage for a scientist are 
mitigated. Institutional instances of MyTARDIS are tied to local login systems. So a scientist simply has to use their 
institutional login to access their data locally. 
 
Sharing and collaboration is assisted by MyTARDIS giving scientists the ability to grant access to their experiments. 
Access can be granted to those within the same institution, but also those externally via external user registration 
functionality. 
 
One of the barriers to uptake in the past for the public index TARDIS (http://tardis.edu.au), was the requirement for 
scientists to find their own externally accessible web storage to host their data. MyTARDIS has solved this issue by 
managing the data pre-publication. Publishing data to TARDIS now involves simply clicking the ‘Publish’ button on the 
private experiment in MyTARDIS. The entry is made public and the entry is registered in TARDIS, the central index. 
 
A public entry in TARDIS includes a persistent handle for paper citation, the ability to search across multiple public 
experiments stored in instances of MyTARDIS around the world and the automatic exposing of published experiments to 
the ANDS Australian Research Data Commons. 
 
This presentation will demonstrate the entire data flow, and all functionality of the MyTARDIS/TARDIS solutions. 
Additonally, new features planned and prototyped such as grid processing in the cloud via the MyTARDIS interface, and 
a Minimal Information framework sitting alongside TARDIS will be explained and demonstrated. 
 


